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About this Talk...

Covering both Identity Management (IdM) and Identity & Access 
Management (IAM)

Update since my talk at SC17: 
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5687086.v1

Update since my talk at SC16: 
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4282532

Which was update from SC15: 
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3118135
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This year, something a little different...

We continue to make progress, but this last year 
seems more evolutionary than revolutionary.

Hence, I’m going to do something a little different 
and try to do some predictions.
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Some observations….
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We all have a bunch of passwords now...
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The Password DB Breach….
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Has made password reuse by users the biggest enemy.

https://haveibeenpwned.com/



Silicon 1, Carbon 0
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Trying to have carbon-based 
lifeforms remember strong 
passwords that a silicon-based 
computer cannot crack is hard.

Trying to have carbon-based 
remember dozens of different 
strong passwords is impossible.

https://blog.codinghorror.com/yo
ur-password-is-too-damn-short/

Time to crack...



Old heuristics are no longer working...
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https://threatpost.com/proposed-nis
t-password-guidelines-soften-lengt
h-complexity-focus/125393/



Conclusion: We are not very good at authenticating 
humans over networks.
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https://www.pexel
s.com/photo/boy-
wearing-blue-t-shi
rt-using-black-lapt
op-computer-in-a-
dim-lighted-scena
rio-159533/



To the (temporary) rescue...
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https://www.p
exels.com/ph
oto/antique-ar
mor-black-an
d-white-chrom
e-350784/



The Rise of the Password Safes
Standalone and in-browser
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LastPass 1Password

Chrome



The Rise of SSO

13stackoverflow.com



Long Live the Password?
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https://www.troyhunt.com/heres-why-insert-thing-here-is-not-a-password-killer/



Smart phones have become common and make for 
great two-factor devices….
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Google 
Authenticator

duo.com



And they have given biometrics a use...
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https://news.utexas.edu/2018/05/03/new-survey-on-co
nsumer-attitudes-toward-biometric-technology/

https://www.pe
xels.com/phot
o/black-huawe
i-android-smar
tphone-10366
19/



IOT: The death of the keyboard?
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https://www
.pexels.co
m/photo/ro
und-grey-s
peaker-on-
brown-boar
d-1072851/



Rise of Cloud...

Two IdM 
implications:
1. Agents that can 

operate on our 
behalf

2. Need to 
authorized B2B 
collaboration on 
our behalf

18https://www.pexels.com/photo/nature-laptop-outside-macbook-6508/



19https://www.pexels.com/photo/selective-focus-photography-of-water-globe-with-tree-illustration-1046209/

“It's tough to make predictions, especially about the 
future.” - Yogi Berra



The Death of End-to-end Authentication
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Two-factor will not live forever
I don’t know how, but history says it will fall.
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https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/269121-this-tool-can-hack-your-accounts-even-with-two-factor-authentication



Biometrics and IOT will win

Too convenient

Security will get better

Will not be perfect, but 
will be good enough
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Bifurcated Authentication

Collection of local avatars we will authenticate to 
with biometrics.

23https://www.android.com/phones/ - Internet Explorer



Bifurcated Authentication

Those avatars will then use strong authentication 
with the rest of the world on our behalf.

24https://www.pexels.com/photo/sky-earth-galaxy-universe-2422/ - https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2013/08/quantum-cryptography-safe-again



Ramifications
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The device as a first-class 
IdM entity...

SSO and IdM systems will 
need to to get used to 
authenticating devices 
authorized by people, rather 
than people.

26https://www.pexels.com/photo/laptop-technology-ipad-tablet-35550/



Password Safes

In-browser password safes will become 
“invisible” creating strong authentication 
to websites without human involvement.

Other passwords safes will go the way of 
the command-line: a tool for the 
technological edge cases. 
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Re-enrollment will grow as a problem

28https://www.spamfighter.com/News-21331-Reddit-Encounters-Hack-into-its-Intermediate-Password-Reset-System.htm
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Thank you

vwelch@iu.edu Thank yous

NSF, DOE

Eric Schmidt, Google, 
for seeds of these ideas

Pexels.com for images.



OLD SLIDES
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Open Questions...
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Will we solve password reset?
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2018 in a Nutshell...

Things continue to 
mature, e.g. 2FA, 
Baseline Expectations, 
SIRTFI
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Challenges remain:

Trusted CI interviews 
identify global 
federation as a 
challenge.



Attribute Release

https://www.incommon.org/federation/attributes.html
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Thoughts from JimB
Maybe Von you could start us with a reality check about the threat landscape for the campus credentials that our research infrastructures 

rely on?

 

Maybe cover the Silent Librarian / Iranian Mabna Institute attacks that we've heard about from REN-ISAC briefings? I think it's fascinating that 

our campus credentials are under attack because our research results are locked behind commercial publisher paywalls. All these phishing 

attacks (also targeting paycheck direct deposit and compromising email accounts for spamming) are prompting our campuses to move quickly 

to MFA. You might mention the "I hate Duo" Facebook group that Indiana University students created as an example of friction in the move 

to MFA. Lately I've been hearing a lot from Sharon about how the students enrolled in our online College of Education program are struggling 

with their Duo setup.

 

Other topics I'd be very interested in hearing Von's thoughts on:

* SSO versus password managers (https://www.okta.com/blog/2018/11/fact-or-fiction-sso-is-the-same-as-a-password-manager/)

* Why we can't kill passwords (https://www.troyhunt.com/heres-why-insert-thing-here-is-not-a-password-killer/)

* No more password complexity calculators and periodic password changes 

(https://auth0.com/blog/dont-pass-on-the-new-nist-password-guidelines/)
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https://www.okta.com/blog/2018/11/fact-or-fiction-sso-is-the-same-as-a-password-manager/
https://www.troyhunt.com/heres-why-insert-thing-here-is-not-a-password-killer/
https://auth0.com/blog/dont-pass-on-the-new-nist-password-guidelines/


But add a silicon helper and we get 
better...
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